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My wife and I purchased a home in Montauk, New York and, after
spending a couple years rebuilding, we moved in. It was complete with
everything except sufficient space for an effective antenna system. Cliff
will take issue with this “sufficient space issue” but that can be another
discussion at our local ham meeting. I was ok being a silent key for a
while but soon it got to me. I had to get on the air. In addition I travel
frequently and wanted a way to get on the air from the any hotel, friends
home, Airlines Club or where ever I ended up. Anyway, back to the
Montauk issue.
Our home was built on a modest 1/3 acre lot with some neighbors that
were the salt of the earth and also some not so friendly. My wife and I
are convinced that the not so friendly neighbors have mold or some other
substance in their basement causing their issues. One house has sold
twice since we have lived there and every occupant seems to have some
form or another of psychosis. I felt trying to put up a tower would be
difficult, if not impossible, so I decided to try a compact antenna.

I ordered a tunable loop (approximate three feet in diameter) and
installed on a pole that was about 25 feet high. After a few contacts,
with the station on the other end finally getting my call after 10 minutes
or so, I took it down and decided to try remote operation from my
home in Pound Ridge, New York. There I have many dipoles as well as
a tri band beam up about 85 feet that is also on a hill.

The information below is experience I gained trying many various
approaches to remote operation as well as incredibly valuable advice
gained from many hams that were trying the same thing. My final
challenge was getting the audio back and forth from the Host computer.
I tried digital telephone hybrids and many other approaches. I finally
settled on Skype. Not only is it free but also the audio quality is
excellent.

Anyway, I hope the information below will help anyone that desires to
operate remote and will save some of the hair loss I suffered stumbling
through the various approaches.

One thing I must explain is why I am using a computer to Host my remote station instead of using radios with an IP address and avoiding the
use of a computer. I have many items I need to control (see the screen
shot of my remote station) and I wanted them all on the screen at the
same time. I have my Alpha 87A using the Alpha Remote Software, my
rotor with the LP-Rotor program, Array Solutions “Power Master”
power meter, Yaesu FT-2000 using the PC-2000 program, NxUC PTT
timer and a 32 position switch using a program written for me called the
“W1MH Relay Panel”.

I have my home computer set up so that it controls everything in my
station. If I need to reach and throw a switch to make anything happen
on my station, then I have failed my ultimate test of remote operation.
The only thing I do manually at home is operate my Elecraft K3. On the
road I use the computer controlled FT-2000 exclusively.

Anyway, the following are step-by-step instructions that will, hopefully,
compress the amount of time you require in setting up a remote station
for your own use.
Computer Set-up
Once I had my home computer set up to control all aspects of my station
I needed some way to log on remotely to this “Host Computer”. Originally I tried PC-Anywhere but that did not work well. I then decided to
use “Remote Desktop” which was originally included with windows. It
works great. There are many other programs that will work for this but
since Remote Desktop works so well I am going to stick with it.
1.

In order to use “Remote Desktop” you must be running “XP
Pro” on at least the Host Computer.

2.

When using Remote Desktop be sure and select “Leave Audio
at Remote Computer”. If you do not, Skype will attempt to
use the audio card that is already being used by Remote Desktop and the computer will lock up.
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3.

Be sure to “Port Forward” the appropriate port on your router for
both UDP and TCP to allow remote connection. The default is 3389
(for Remote Desktop) and I would suggest changing this to another
port for security reasons, and a unique port allows for remote access
to multiple computers in your network. I have a simple utility called
“RDP”, written by my son, that may be downloaded to simplify this
process.

4.

Make sure any software firewall is properly setup to allow for remote
connection. In my situation I simply disabled the software firewall and
rely on the hardware version in my router.

5,

Go to the Control Panel and open the “System” Icon. Then go to the
“Remote” tab and under “Remote Desktop” select (allow users to
connect remotely to this computer). You may also need to add yourself
to the remote users list. Administrators are most likely already on
this list.

6.

Do not use the same copy of XP Pro on multiple computers in the
network. First of all Mr. Gates would not approve but, beyond that,
this will raise havoc with Remote Desktop. This suggestion only
comes from the experience of a friend of mine. He had two computers running with the same copies of XP Pro on each machine.
With both computers running on the network he could not connect
via Remote Desktop. When he turned off one of the computers he
could connect. After loading a fresh copy of XP Pro on the remote
computer he connected with no problem with both computers running.

7.

Your remote computer must have a logon screen for remote connection. If your computer boots up without the requirement of entering
a password, you will not be able to connect.

8.

Many ISP’s tumble their IP addresses. This makes it difficult to know
what your IP address is at any given time. I use a service call
DynDNS. This service tracks your IP address and gives you an Alias
that is always linked to your Host Machine’s Modem WAN address.
This is accomplished by setting up your router to communicate with
DynDNS anytime there is a change in your IP address. They then
sync it up with your alias (i.e. W1AW.GETMYIP.COM). Pretty cool
service. Some older routers do not have this capability or do a continuous reporting to DynDNS even when there is no address
change. If this happens DynDNS will block this communications until
the problem is solved. There is also a way to do this reporting via
your computer instead of your router. This would be helpful if you
have an older router without this reporting capability. Instructions
for this approach are on the DynDNS web site.

9.

Be sure and set up your Host computer with a static LAN IP address.
Do not use Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) for this
LAN assignment. You must always have the LAN address of the
remote computer linked to the LAN address you are port forwarding
on your router.
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DAYTON HAMFEST
Three of our East End members headed out to Dayton
Ohio for the Annual Hamfest

Nat (N2NEI and Isaac (KC2UOR)
Steve (K2SRB) is behind the camera
More pictures on Page 6

10. When a USB to serial converter is required I would suggest you not
use multiple USB to serial devices. My suggestion is that if you need
eight serial ports you use an 8 port USB to serial converter. When
using multiple units in the past, on my system, during reboot it would
sometimes get them out of sequence. What was serial port 8 now
ended up being serial port 4. Not easy to correct when I am 2500
miles away in California trying to use my station in New York.
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HAMVENTION 2010: ATTENDENCE CONTINUES AN UPWARD GROWTH TREND
According to its Public Relations Director Henry Ruminski, W8HJR, the official attendance for Hamvention 2010 was 19,750. This continues the upward tend
begun last year when 18,877 were counted going through the gate at the Hara Arena following the 2008 record ten year low figure of 17,253. While this is a
good positive direction it’s also still a long ways from the 10 year record headcount of 28,804 set back in 2000. The all time record Hamvention attendance

was in set in 1993 when 33,669 radio amateurs from around the world made their way to Dayton, Ohio for this annual ham radio right of
Spring. (Hamvention Remailer, W8HJR)
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(Cont Remote Harris W1MH)
I am including some pictures of my remote station. The first picture is a close-up of the equipment installed in the racks used for both remote and local operation.
The FT-2000 is only used, however, for remote operation. The second is a screen shot of my computer used for remote operation. This is what the computer
screen looks like locally as well as on your remote computer. The W1MH Relay Panel lettering has changed a bit since this picture was taken so please ignore. You
will also notice the Alpha 87a missing from the picture. Due to space restrictions, and since I never need to touch the unit, it is situated in the closet to the right of
the remote rack. And the third picture is my actual operating position in Pound Ridge, NY.

CONT PAGE 4 - Mike Harris W1MH
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Radio Information
I am using a Yaesu FT-2000 for all my remote stations. It is a very versatile radio
with the following features:
Adjustable time-out timer for transmit. This is great in the event you lose Internet
connectivity during a transmission. The radio will simply time out at the end
of the 3-minute (if it is set for that) time period. It is also an FCC requirement
that you have a time-out timer with a maximum transmit time of 3 minutes
when you are operating remotely.

Power Meter
While operating remotely it is important to keep your eye on forward and
reflected power. The best units I have found to date, that have a good
computer interface, are the Array Solutions “Power Master” and the
“LP-100 from Telepostinc. I have inserted a picture of the Power Master Meter

The earlier firmware for the FT-2000 did not have a time-out feature that would
allow for a 3 minute or less time-out feature. A special program was written by
a friend which is called “NxUC PTT Timer”. This did two things. First of all
it let you set the time out timer for any value from 1 sec to 3 minutes or greater
in one-second intervals. It also gives you an on screen display of where you
are in the time-out cycle. Another very important feature is that this PTT button is fairly large and easy to control with your mouse. Trying to position your
mouse cursor directly on top of the very small “MOX” button on the FT-2000
can be somewhat of a challenge. This program is available for download.
Drop me an email and I will forward the program to you along with a simple
interface circuit.
Ability to turn the radio on or off via remote computer.

All functionality for the radio, and more, is available via the PCC-2000 remote
control program.

Audio into the radio is via a Heil AD-1Y (connected to the microphone input of the
radio) and then to the “audio out” of my computer. Similar adapters are available for the Icom, Yaesu and other radios. I am using a Soundblaster Audigy 4
sound card and it seems to be adequate. Audio out is simply taken from the
headphone jack out of the radio and fed into the “audio in” of the computer.
You may also take it from the line out in the rear of the radio but this approach works very well. This approach also gives you the opportunity to vary
the audio in to the computer remotely. Some of you may scream “impedance
mismatch” but mine works great. If it would make any of you happy I could
insert, in the block diagram, a box labeled “Impedance Matching Transformer”. (But it would not be there)

Almost any modern radio can be remotely controlled via computer and it is fun to
put different radios to the test.

There are many different “Audio Isolators” that can be used on this system. Radio
Shack has a 1:1 audio transformer, part number 273-1374, you can use for
both the Transmit and Receive audio. There are also devices from MFJ
(Sound Card Interfaces), West Mountain Radio (Rigblaster Series), JK Audio
(Pureformer), Saratoga (EZPSK series) etc. Almost any device is fine as long
as you break the ground path between the radio and the computer
Below is a picture of the Radio and the three micro tuning units from Yaesu. The
Micro Tuning units are not visible in the picture of the remote station. They
are hidden behind a panel.

EECI Controller
The controller I am using to switch the 32 ports is the EECI (Electronic
Energy Control, INC.) AR-16 with the EX-16 expansion card. This
allows me to control 32 different relays. The relay cards I am using
are called the RH-8. I am using 4 banks of these. If you only desire
to control up to 16 relays then the AR-16 and two RH-8 relay
cards would be sufficient. I would suggest if you buy this relay card
you buy them with the LEDs. Very little additional cost but very
handy when you are troubleshooting.

There are many other ways to control your system many of which are
much more elegant than the approach I am using. This is just one
very simple way to accomplish the task I had in front of me.

If there were no need to switch antennas, tuners or some of the other
items controlled by the W1MH relay panel then this entire controller would be optional. For example, you could use the two
antenna inputs in place of the antenna switching. Antenna one
could be your beam and Antenna two could be a multiband dipole
or an open wire tuned by the AT-Auto.

Rotor
I use a Hygain Tailtwister rotor for my station and needed a way to
control this remotely. I did a search on the Internet and came
up with the Idiom Press web site. They have a great board that
installs directly on the back of the rotor meter. This board
works great for remote or local operation. When used in conjunction with the Telepost LP-Rotor program simply click on
the face of the meter the heading you want and then hit “GO”.
Once the beams gets to the desired heading the rotor stops and
then the brake re engages. Way too cool.

Cont pg 5 Mike Harris W1MH
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The computer shown in the diagram is running the following software:
-XP PRO

Power Amplifier

-REMOTE DESKTOP (Included in XP-PRO)
The power amplifier’s I am using are Alpha 87a’s. I have owned these since the
late 80’s and have done nothing to them except a little cleaning from time to time.
These are perfectly suited to remote operation because they are automatic tuning
and have a very nice computer interface program. All I can say is that they work
well, never create any problem such as splatter etc and they can be completely
remotely controlled. Enuf said.

-SKYPE (Free internet download)
-PCC-2000 Control program for Yaesu FT-2000
-W1MH CONTROL PANEL (1)
- TELEPOST, INC LP-Rotor (1)

Touch Tone Control

-ARRAY SOLUTIONS POWER MASTER or
TELEPOST, INC LP-100 Control program. (1)

I am also using a Broadcast Tools DC-8 plus touch tone control relay system, off
one of my telephone lines, to accomplish the following items:

-ALPHA MAX ALPHA REMOTE
NOTES:

To reboot Host computer in case of a loss of connectivity. Removing power via a
solid-state switch and reapplying power accomplish this task. The computer
must be set up (in BIOS) to reboot in case of a power failure and then reapplication of power.

To switch High Speed Internet providers in case of a loss of primary Internet
connection. I am using both the Verizon FIOS Fiber Optic High Speed Internet as well as Cablevision Optimum On-Line. Both are very good services. I
do this via a 4PDT relay that is controlled by one port on the DC-8+.
To reboot my Cablevision Modem. There are times I need to reboot this modem
when there is a glitch in the Main power to my home. I do this also by a
solid-state switch tied to one of the DC-8 Plus contacts.
To kill power, via a large power contactor, to the entire station. If for some
reason I no longer communicate with my station, and have no idea as to the
status, I can kill all power until I fix the issue and re-establish communications with my remote computer.

1.

These programs are available for download from TelePost, Inc
(http://www.telepostinc.com/ ) The W1MH relay is somewhat
of an overkill since it uses 32 different relays. I originally
needed this many positions but the system has been greatly
simplified with the addition of the Palstar AT-AUTO. The
Telepostinc site also has LP-Relays and LP-Relays16 which
may be sufficient for your needs. I am, however, not sure if
Larry has added the interlock functions to these two programs.
All rows of switches on the W1MH relay panel are set up so that all
groups of 5 can be interlocked, via a check box on the right
hand side, so only one can be active at a time. I am using this
when selecting one of five antennas or one of five tuners etc.
You certainly would not want to parallel two antennas or
tuners by mistake. My Alpha 87A would not like that.
Snubber diodes are required across the coils of the antenna switching
relays. This is not optional. (I know this from experience) I
used 1N4007 diodes.
Control for both coaxial switches are ganged together for tuner switching. I would not want to put power into tuner “one” and
attempt to take it out of tuner “two”.

The Automatic Tuner I am using is an MFJ-998. It is shown in the first picture of
the rack but I am also attaching a picture below. I have two of these in
different stations. They have both worked flawlessly for over three years and
can easily handle 1.5 KW of power. All you need to due is turn off the
power amplifier, Key the radio and watch the SWR drop down to less than
1.2:1 in a second or so. If you have not already automatically set up the
tuner for the band of interest then you will need to wait 10 to 15 seconds
until the tuner tunes for the lowest SWR. It is really a fantastic tuner.

I am more than happy to help anyone set up their remote station.
These instructions are fairly complete but would like any and all comments to make this document as complete as possible. I can also send a
wiring diagram if anyone desires.

Michael G. Harris W1MH
W1MH@AOL.COM
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FIELD DAY 2010

SET UP
N2NEI &
KC2UOR

FINISHED

Negotiations
Underway the first

Field Day was a success!!! Once again, Field Day was held at
Theodore Roosevelt County Park or “Third House” in Montauk. The tent arrived and was erected in the morning and
was followed by equipment arriving at the location. A big
“THANK YOU” to Nat and Cliff for all the work they did to
make this day happen.! The weather was good with times of
Fog but the food was great and many thanks to Martin for
coordinating this!

<

Marshal (W2FID and Nat
(N2NEI) prepare to CQ!

morning & Yes
that’s a beam on a
camper!

Jerry WA2YMR and Cliff

Martin KC2SWB CQing late into the night.

A FANTASTIC TRIP!!
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